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Technical Virtuosi
HELENA NELSON

Clive James, Nefertiti in the Flak Tower: Collected Verse 2008–2011, 
Picador, £14.99, ISBN 9781447207009;

James Fenton, Yellow Tulips: Poems 1968–2011, Faber, £14.99,
ISBN 9780571273829

T
hese two books are members of the same club. Both are hard-backed; both demy 8vo in size;
both have smart blue jackets. Author names loom top left and they’re the same size (huge).
CLIVE JAMES flashes in gold; JAMES FENTON glitters in yellow (to match his tulips).

Inside, the paper is good: off-white, nice texture. The typeface is, if not identical, remarkably similar,
though Fenton commands a bigger point size. Each poet – a bizarre replication – is praised in the
blurb for “technical virtuosity”. (Remember Some Like it Hot? – “every girl in my band is a virtuoso
and I intend to keep it that way”.)

But they are virtuous, both of them. It’s easy to find poems to like in either volume, though
Fenton’s book is twice as thick, so theoretically the choice is greater (James packs 46 poems into
86 pages; Fenton has only 57 in 164). If you want to read Clive James, you can find most of the
poems on his website. If you want Fenton, buy the book.

One crucial and obvious difference between the two poets (apart from age) is the business of
television. With a major TV personality, the voice and face are unforgettable. I can’t read Clive
James in prose without experiencing his speaking voice: I relish the way he writes and speaks. In
his verse, the poetic “voice” often falls short of expectation. To some extent, it seems to me, he uses
form to create “poetic” diction, to define how Clive James sounds in verse, as opposed to the Other
Clive James. His prose cadences are over-written by metre, usually iambic. This feels either
comforting (depending where you stand on matters of metre) or relentless. I’d say a bit of both.
Here are the opening lines of ‘Language Lessons’:

She knew the last words of Eurydice

In every syllable, both short and long.

Correcting his misuse of quantity,

She proved the plangent lilt of Virgil’s song

Depended on precision...

Nothing much to complain about there. The lines are fine, if slightly mind-numbing. But where’s
the Clive James voice that never ever bores? I don’t mean he has “mastered his technique... but...
not to the extent of being able to take liberties with it”, as Eliot said of Swinburne. Sometimes he
does achieve the magic formula – that special blend of form and feeling – and then the poem takes
off (for my money, ‘Vision of Jean Arthur and the Distant Mountains’ is a winner). But often he
doesn’t.

A warning sign is profusion of the relative pronoun “that”, popular in iambic pentameter,
cordially loathed in radio scripting. In ‘Pennies for the Shark’, for example, there’s “Suspecting that
she might be sick of things, / That shark, in slow pursuit...” (italics mine). In a script, you’d cut the
first “that” and increase the drive. Another sign of “poetic” diction is the way speech contractions
dwindle. In ‘A Perfect Market’, for example:



But on the whole it’s useless to point out

That making the thing musical is part

Of pinning down what you are on about.

“It’s useless” is good. It’s brisk; it’s Clive James. But – “what you are on about”? Nobody says that.
The correctness of the metrical pattern dulls the poet’s ear to lines that – while they may be said
to work formally – do not function effectively in any other sense.

I would like more of the Other Clive James in the poetry. It can be done formally: I’m not
pleading for vers libre. And he can do it. I found ‘Vertical Envelopment’, about the poet’s recent
illness, moving, convincing and effective. Here’s the opening (the rest is on his website). It sounds
just like Clive James:

Taking the piss out of my catheter,

The near-full plastic bag bulks on my calf

As I drag my I.V. tower through Addenbrooke’s

Like an Airborne soldier heading for D-Day

Down the longest corridor in England.

Those who think we have lost touch with metre and form (I am not one of them), will be
comforted by this collection. It is not, however, “technical virtuosity” that singles out the best
pieces. It’s something rarer.

James Fenton is also a virtuoso of prosody. He’s a far more varied writer, though, and as he
switches from one mode to another, there’s a feeling of relaxed largesse. I was reminded, severally,
of Bob Dylan, Stevie Smith, Louis MacNeice, W.H. Auden, Wendy Cope, Adrian Mitchell and
Charles Causley. But of course he’s nothing like any of them.

Perhaps his self-evident strength – the consummate ease with which he works form, tone and
line – can also have drawbacks. In the early poem, ‘Children in Exile’, which extends over nine
pages, I’d lost attention by page three. Fenton could probably go on with balladic quatrains
forever, but he might not always take his reader with him. He does brief poems too, needless to say,
and long poems with some brief sections, like ‘Manila Manifesto’. But I don’t find the lines “We
call on America to stop killing, torturing and / imprisoning its poets” funny enough for a whole
costly Faber & Faber page. That’s the trouble with witty writing: it’s a matter of taste. I like James
Fenton best when he summons aching simplicity, as in his final poem, ‘Rain’:

They stretch a torn sail taut between torn hands

To fill the pail.

They turn their channelled faces to the sky

And the sweet rain runs in their eyes

And on the channelled sea.

Yellow Tulips is an excellent volume for readers encountering this poet for the first time. From the
wonderful early poem ‘Wind’ (you can hear him read it on the Poetry Archive) to the recent
‘Yellow Tulips’, the verse is charged with energy. No question about that: the book crackles. Fenton
doesn’t try to please. He does what pleases him, and he does it inimitably.

Helena Nelson is the founder editor of HappenStance Press. Her latest collection, Plot and Counter-Plot, was published
by Shoestring Press in 2010.
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